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CURATOR’S STATEMENT
Drivers crossing America on Interstate 70 ﬁnd that the scenery shifts in Missouri. Billboards
dominate the landscape. Most signs advertise travel amenities — food, motels and fuel. Many are
blank. Others seem to conduct a heated, if inadvertent, culture-war debate: “red” versus “blue,”
Christian values versus pleasure and vice. Warnings that hell is real, abortions stop beating hearts,
and gambling destroys the family battle ads for porn venues and casinos.
My goal in launching the “I-70 Sign Show” was to inﬁltrate this polarized terrain with
artworks that function as playful commentary. I invite artists whose projects engage language,
signage or pop culture in ways that could reﬂect themes prevalent along the 250 miles between
St. Louis and Kansas City — religion, sex, gender, guns, labor, athletics, leisure and commerce.
The project started in April 2014 with Kay Rosen and continued with Mel Bochner, Mickalene
Thomas, Kim Beck, Ken Lum, Karl Haendel, Ryan McGinness, Marilyn Minter, Jeff Gibson, Eric
Oglander and Ed Ruscha. The “Sign Show” does not explicitly label its billboards as artworks. By
inserting something perplexing into a numbing message barrage, the project invites a vehiclebased audience to reconsider a banal scene with curiosity.
One unusual aspect of the “Sign Show” emerged from the site-speciﬁc condition of
Missouri’s billboard surplus. When I rented one sign, the media vendor offered a second one free.
Each artwork, printed on heavyweight vinyl, debuts on the mid-Missouri billboard for which I pay,
situated at the edge of a family farming business. After two months, artworks move down the
interstate for reinstallation on a new sign, different each time, assigned by the vendor based on
availability. This agreement gives the project an advantageous element of chance, since the art’s
potential meaning is almost always heightened — more poetic or political — in its second
context. In a dramatic example, Thomas’ A Moment’s Pleasure inverted “male gaze” assumptions
around representations of the female body. Then, in November 2014, the work moved to West
Florissant Avenue, ﬁve miles from the site of Michael Brown’s killing and the Ferguson protests,
and its feminist content shifted to encompass race. Thomas’ women, with their direct poses and
digniﬁed expressions, functioned as sentinels guarding and witnessing a scene of national pain.
My PAD project documents — and continues — the boundary-blurring elements of the “Sign
Show.” A grid mixes billboard artworks with ordinary Missouri signage. Short essays explore the
complexity of works in their second I-70 locations. And three artworks inﬁltrate new territory in the
public “space” of the PAD journal, dispersed on pages among other content.
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KEN LUM
Ken Lum created a new piece for the “Sign Show”
by merging existing images — Bindy Sangeet:
Employee of the Month (1990) and Alia Naffouj:
Hooked on Tennis (1998) — into a diptych of
opposites: labor versus leisure, aspirant success
versus achieved prosperity. Of ethnic Chinese
origin, Lum often makes work that considers the
individual’s place in society while investigating race
and class distinctions. The timeliness of this
content, especially given conﬂicts over immigration,
strengthened when Bindy / Alia moved next to the
smiling face of Mister Rogers on a “Friendship:
Pass it On” PSA (public service announcement),
sponsored by the nonproﬁt Foundation For a Better
Life. As a bonus, Lum’s diptych also allowed the
“Sign Show” to echo the many stacked or side-byside billboards along the interstate whose message
pairings often are inadvertently complementary or
ironic.
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MARILYN MINTER
On the main billboard, Marilyn Minter’s Big Sigh addressed issues of consumption regarding land and
sex. It loomed over agricultural equipment such as rotary tillers and related to nearby fading yellow
signs for the strip joint Club Vogue. In its second location, by a busy rail line, the moist, open mouth
suggested a darker and metaphysical sense of consumption related to escapism, mortality and time.
Directly behind Big Sigh, a billboard warned of the perils of heroin, with graphics including a cartoon cat
and the web address curiosityandheroin.org. In the shadow of this peculiar ad campaign, an
abandoned cemetery dating from the 1860s peeked out from tall summer grass, with tombstones for
seven family members, four of them children.
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JEFF GIBSON
Jeff Gibson’s conceptual arrangement of Google images joined I-700 s frequent gun show ads while
speaking to the nation’s gun control debate. Are weapons as essential as produce, part of the
consumer bounty of American freedoms? Or does the equalizing of banal Internet gleanings strike
a cautionary note against insensitivity to violence, designating ﬂowers as historical signiﬁers for
peace? In rural mid-Missouri, Gibson’s Armagarden stood on farmland where hunting is
commonplace for survival. Its second location — on the lot of a recreational vehicle dealership
30 miles west of St. Louis — connected gun culture more to lifestyle choice and, appropriately,
occupied a literal crossroads. Directional signage on an interstate overpass, with Gibson’s work in
the background, became emblematic of divergent views.
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IMAGE CREDITS
Page 184: Mel Bochner. BLAH, BLAH, BLAH. 2013. Courtesy of the artist.
Page 228: Mickalene Thomas. A Moment’s Pleasure Billboard. 2014. Courtesy of
the artist.
Page 252: Karl Haendel. Plow Pose. 2015. Courtesy of the artist.
Photographs of billboards © Anne Thompson / I-70 Sign Show.
Pages 274–275:
Top row: Kay Rosen. BLURRED. 2004/2014; Mel Bochner. BLAH, BLAH, BLAH.
2013; RESTORE DIGNITY. Odessa, Missouri, 39.0071267, ¡93.9100621. Oct. 14,
2014; Eric Oglander. From the “Craigslist Mirrors” project. 2016.
Middle row: Kim Beck. NEXT EXIT. 2015; CHUCK’S BOOTS. Bridgeton, Missouri, 35.7561084, ¡90.4389879. Oct. 20, 2014; Karl Haendel. Plow Pose. 2015;
Ryan McGinness. Re-elect Skull & Bones. 2015.
Bottom row: AFTER YOU DIE. Warrenton, Missouri, 38.8247083, ¡91.2025640.
Jan. 24, 2015; Mickalene Thomas. A Moment’s Pleasure Billboard. 2014; LION’S
DEN. Marshall, Missouri, 38.9580750, ¡93.1715087. Oct. 6, 2014; Ed Ruscha.
Asphalt Jungle Panoramic Stretch (detail). 1996.
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BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE
Anne Thompson is an artist who currently lives in Columbia, Missouri. Parallel to
curating the “I-70 Sign Show” she photographed hundreds of the physical billboards
along I-70 between St. Louis and Kansas City. This conceptual archive, included on the
“Sign Show” website, allows an audience outside Missouri to understand the insertion
of artworks into this landscape. Thompson has had three solo exhibitions in New York,
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